
Week 6 Curriculum 
Self-Control 

 

Monday, July 22  

 School Supply Night – Today is a unique and special day at VBS. Several Churches from around 
the Houston Area will take our children shopping for school supplies in the evening. To keep the children 
from being so exhausted, we won’t pick them up until about 1pm. In the morning, your youth group will 
participate in a service project around the Impact campus – this will be an awesome opportunity to see 
the many other ministries that happen around Impact daily. In the afternoon, we will travel to another 
church with the children and review what they have learned about the other 8 fruit of the spirit the last 
5 weeks. This time will be led by the Impact staff. Your group will assist and start to get to know the 
children this afternoon.  

  



Tuesday, July 23 

 Lesson: Samson (Judges 13-16) 

Memory Verse: “We must control ourselves. We must do what is right.” - Titus 2:12 

● Large Group Bible Lesson (30 minutes - led by Youth Group) 
o Choose one student to come up. Tell them they can have one cookie now or if they wait 

until the end of the lesson and have 2 cookies. What will they do? 
o Act out or tell the story of Samson 
o Option 5: Act it Out in attached curriculum 
o Conclusion: When we make the right choice and turn away from sinning, it's called self-

control. God doesn’t want us to sin. He really wants us to have self-control. Did you 
notice how Samson lost his self-control? It's sometimes hard to make the right choice. 
But if we can let God be in control of us, then he will help us to do the right thing (From 
the Believe Storybook Bible).  

● Activities (30 minutes - led by Youth Group) 
o We will not be having normal rotations like in past years. Each color group will only go 

to ONE activity per day. Please see the activities guideline at the end of this curriculum 
for further details. 

 

Color Group Activity 

Orange Outside Play 

Blue Board Game/Arts & Crafts 

Yellow Memory Verse 

 
 

● Small Group Review Time (30 minutes - led by Interns) 
o Step 1 - Come Together in attached curriculum 
o REVIEW SAMSON • ASK, How was Samson tempted? (Samson was tempted because of 

his love for Delilah) • ASK, What happened when Samson lost his self-control? (His 
consequence was that he lost his great strength) • ASK, How do we know that God 
forgave Samson for being irresponsible? (He answered Samson’s prayer and restored his 
strength one last time) 
 

  



Wednesday, July 24 

 Lesson: The Lost Son (Luke 15:11-32) 

● Large Group Bible Lesson (30 minutes - led by Youth Group) 
o Have a few children come on the stage and have then pass a marble to each other using 

spoons. Talk about how they had to control the marble and we must control our 
emotions, especially anger, because it can hurt us or other people.  

o Act out or tell the story of the Lost Son from Luke 15 
o Conclusion: Did you see how happy the father was when his son turned away from his 

sins and came back home? That is how God feels when we turn away from sin too. Even 
when we make bad choices or make mistakes, God will still love us and welcome us 
back. So, when you have to make a choice, think about what Jesus would want you to 
do. Obey your parents, think before you speak, say kind works, be ready to share, be 
gentle, and love others. These are all wonderful choices that will help you have self-
control. (From the Believe Storybook Bible) 

● Activities (30 minutes - led by Youth Group) 
o We will not be having normal rotations like in past years. Each color group will only go 

to ONE activity per day. Please see the activities guideline at the end of this curriculum 
for further details. 

 

Color Group Activity 

Orange Memory Verse 

Blue Outside Play 

Yellow Board Game/Arts & Crafts 

 
 

● Small Group Review Time (30 minutes - led by Interns) 
o REVIEW THE LOST SON • ASK, What was the lost son hoping for when he returned 

home? (He wanted a job as a servant on his father’s farm) • ASK, Why do you think the 
father gave him so much more than just a servant’s job? (He loved him and forgave him) 
• ASK, How did the lost son show a lack of self-control? (He wanted to use his 
inheritance right away instead of waiting for it; he spent it all foolishly instead of using it 
wisely) • PRAY, Thank you, God, for giving us your Spirit to empower us with self-
control. Help us to learn to practice self-control in every area of our lives so that we may 
be more like Jesus. Amen 

o Option 2 - Prodigal Son Game in attached curriculum 
  



Thursday, July 25 

Lesson: Review 

● Large Group Bible Lesson (30 minutes - led by Youth Group) 
o Today is the last day of VBS for the summer! Use this time to review not only self-

control, but all fruit of the Spirit. Here are several ideas: 
▪ There is a cute Self-control skit on page 6-7 of the attached Believe Curriculum.  
▪ Cute object lesson for all of the fruit of the spirit: 

https://www.thissimplehome.com/2013/07/fruit-of-spirit-object-lesson.html 
▪ Another skit for love, peace, and kindness 

(https://drive.google.com/open?id=18bY5Z_jtpyDEN1N3CJdtKyBCBgz7mYWx) 
▪ OR have your students come up with their own skit to wrap up all the fruit of 

the spirit.  
● Small Group Review Time (30 minutes - led by Interns): Battle with questions from week 4, 5, 

and 6 

● NO ACTIVITIES ON THURSDAYS 

  

https://www.thissimplehome.com/2013/07/fruit-of-spirit-object-lesson.html
https://www.thissimplehome.com/2013/07/fruit-of-spirit-object-lesson.html


Activities Guidelines 

This Summer instead of the normal rotations we have done in years past, each color group will 
go to ONE activity per day. Therefore, your group will only need to plan 3 activities for the 
entire week. Activities will take place immediately following Large Group time for 30 minutes. 
This time will be less structured, but the idea is that the Impact children “little buddies” will pair 
up with the youth group “big buddies” and have time to build their relationship and dig deeper. 
At the end of Large Group time, we will put 3 “dig deep” questions on the screen for the buddies 
to discuss together during activity time.  Plan for about 60-70 kids in each group. 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Board Games/Arts & Crafts Orange Group Blue Group Yellow Group 

Memory Verse Blue Group Yellow Group Orange Group 

Outside Play Yellow Group Orange Group Blue Group 

 

Board Games/Arts & Crafts - This activity will take place in the Spanish auditorium and 
classrooms 5 & 6. We will provide some board games and art supplies but encourage you to 
bring some of your own games and art supplies. This is a “free choice” time for the children and 
their buddies. The children are required to stay in the designed area and participate but they 
can choose any activity they would like in those 30 minutes. 

Memory Verse - This activity will take place in rooms 1 & 2. Please prepare several memory 
verse games and activities for the children to participate in during this time to help them 
memorize the summer and weekly verses. 

● Summer Memory Verse: But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law. - 
Galatians 5:22-23 

● Week 6 Memory Verse: “We must control ourselves. We must do what is right.” - Titus 
2:12 

Sample Memory Verse Activities 

● Cup stacking - Write each word of the verse on a cup and mix them up. Have the kids 
work together to put the verse in order by stacking the cups. 



● Hand Signs: Assign a hand motion for each word of the verse.  Teach the children the 
hand signs and the words at the same time.  Then say the words while the children only 
do the hand motions.  And then do the hand motions while the children say the words. 

● Volley Verse: Sit or stand in a circle.  Take a soft ball or balloon and pass it around in a 
circle, each person saying one word of the verse as they hold the ball and pass it on.  Go 
fast and slow, repeating the whole verse each time.  When the kids feel comfortable 
saying the verse, volley the ball from person to person across the circle, letting each 
person say one word as they pass the ball. 

● Verse Pop: Gather several small strips of paper and write one or two words of the verse 
on each strip.   Put each paper inside a balloon and inflate the balloon.  Let the children 
who are sitting the most quietly pop the balloon handed to them and say the word they 
find inside.  Have all the children repeat the word and continue until all the balloons are 
popped.  Have a copy of the entire verse ready so that, in the end, the children can see 
the whole verse on one page.  Repeat the verse several times with all the children.   

● Verse Puzzle: Write the verse on a piece of paper and cut the paper into 6-10 pieces.
 Let the children put the puzzle together as a team.  Make sure everyone gets a 
chance to help.  When it is finished, say the verse altogether.  Put the puzzle together 
again.  See how fast the children can finish the puzzle and say the verse. 

● Memory Verse Challenge: Make signs using construction paper with one or two words 
of the verse on each.  Have several workers or children stand at the front and hold the 
signs so that everyone can see the words.  Lead the children in saying the verse together 
a few times.  Then, one at a time, have the sign holders hide their sign, and say the verse 
together again.  Repeat this until all the signs are hidden and say the verse one more 
time. 

● Teams:  Divide the kids into two teams. Let one side say the first part of the verse and 
let the others complete it.  See how loud and soft and fast and slow each side can be. 
(Remember you can be creative in your team divisions:  Boys v. Girls, Sandals v. Tennis 
Shoes, Eye or Hair Colors, kids wearing shorts v. kids wearing jeans…etc.) Compliment 
both teams on a job well done.   

 

● Outside Play - This activity will take place in the outside area of Impact - we have a volleyball 
court, basketball court, and gaga ball pit. We encourage you to bring sports equipment and your 
own games to teach the kids. However, like the board games activity - the children are free to 
choose what they would like to do during this time. It is important that all children are paired up 
with a big buddy during this time. 



In the event of rain, this activity will move to the large English Auditorium to play large group 
games. 



Bible Basis: Judges 13 – 16; Luke 15:11 – 32

Key Verse: Titus 2:12: “We must control ourselves. We must do 
what is right.”

Key Question: How does God free me from sin and bad habits?

Key Idea: I have the power through  Jesus to control myself.

Resources:
• Video 24, “Self-Control”
• Believe Kids’ Edition, Chapter 24, “Self-Control”

Master Supplies List
 ❑ Believe Kids’ Edition
 ❑ Video 24, “Self-Control”
 ❑ DVD player
 ❑ Family Page (one per student)

Optional Supplies
You will need the following supplies based on which option(s) you 
choose in STEP 3 | Explore More:

 ❑ OPTIOn 1: Plastic drinking straws (one per student, not the 
bendy kind), masking tape or painter’s tape, two small craft 
pom-poms

 ❑ OPTIOn 2: Play money, pair of sandals, ring, Food Scraps tem-
plate, Pig template or a toy pig, Cow template or a toy cow, 
party invitation or balloon, binoculars, Bible, large bag

 ❑ OPTIOn 3: Beanbag or yarn ball
 ❑ OPTIOn 5: Copies of the Fruit of Self-Control script (one per 

student)

LESSON 24 | Self-Control



LESSOn 24: Self-Control | LATER ELEMENTARY 2 

STEP 1 | Come Together (10 min)
• GATHER the students.
• INSTRUCT them to choose a nearby partner for “turn and talk.”
• SAY, Today we are going to talk about self-control. When we prac-

tice self-control, we do things that are purposeful. When we are not 
practicing self-control, sometimes our behavior can be impulsive or 
irresponsible.

• SAY, Being purposeful means to do something with good or the right 
intentions. When you do something on purpose, it is usually well 
thought out. Being impulsive means to act without thinking.

• READ the following words to the class. After each one, instruct the 
students to “turn and talk” with their partner to come up with one “pur-
poseful” example and one “impulsive” example.

• Behaviors —  Impulsive: Snapping irritably at a sibling. Purposeful: 
Paying attention to what the sibling wants or needs.

• Thoughts —  Impulsive: “That new girl seems weird.” Purposeful: “I 
bet that new girl is lonely and might need a friend.”

• Desires —  Impulsive: Begging your family to buy the new video 
game system at the store right away. Purposeful: Saving your 
money for the game or realizing it’s not something you need.

• Habits —  Impulsive: Oversleeping and rushing out the door. Pur-
poseful: Setting an earlier alarm and preparing for a peaceful start 
to the day.

• Decisions —  Impulsive: Deciding to stay up late watching TV 
instead of doing homework. Purposeful: Deciding to finish your 
homework before you watch TV.

• Needs —  Impulsive: “I NEED the latest trends.” Purposeful: “I have 
all that I truly need.”

• Attitude —  Impulsive: Selfish. Purposeful: Grateful.
• SAY, These are all areas where we need self-control to do what is right.

KEY VERSE
• REVIEW this week’s Key Verse. You may want to repeat the verse 

slowly a few times until the students are able to say it from memory.
• NOTE: You may also choose to review last week’s Key Verse together.

Titus 2:12: “We must control ourselves. We must do what is 
right.”
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STEP 2 | Hear the Story (15 min)

Supplies: Video 24, “Self-Control”; DVD player; Believe Kids’ Edition

Teacher Prep: Have the video set and ready to play.

WATCH VIDEO 24 / READ CHAPTER 24 
• WATCH video 24, “Self-Control,” included with this curriculum.
• READ “Strong Yet Weak” (Judges 16:4-21, 28-30) from Believe Kids’ 

Edition.

REVIEW SAMSON
• ASK, How was Samson tempted? (Samson was tempted because of his 

love for Delilah)
• ASK, What happened when Samson lost his self-control? (His conse-

quence was that he lost his great strength)
• ASK, How do we know that God forgave Samson for being irresponsible? 

(He answered Samson’s prayer and restored his strength one last time)

REVIEW THE LOST SON
• ASK, What was the lost son hoping for when he returned home? (He 

wanted a job as a servant on his father’s farm)
• ASK, Why do you think the father gave him so much more than just a 

servant’s job? (He loved him and forgave him)
• ASK, How did the lost son show a lack of self-control? (He wanted to 

use his inheritance right away instead of waiting for it; he spent it all 
foolishly instead of using it wisely)

• PRAY, Thank you, God, for giving us your Spirit to empower us with 
self-control. Help us to learn to practice self-control in every area of our 
lives so that we may be more like  Jesus. Amen.

STEP 3 | Explore More
Choose from these activity options, depending on your available time frame, 
to help the students explore the lesson further.

Option 1: Self-Control Race (15 min)

Supplies: Plastic drinking straws (one per student, not the bendy kind), 
masking tape or painter’s tape, two small craft pom-poms
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Teacher Prep: Using the masking tape or painter’s tape, make a Start line 
on the floor, about five feet long. Make a Finish line about five feet away 
from the Start line.

• SAY, Today we learned about self-control. We’re going to play a game 
to help us put self-control into action.

• GIVE each student their own drinking straw. Choose two students to 
begin the game, give them each a pom-pom, and have them line up at 
the Start line. Ask the other students to stand back to watch.

• TELL the two students that they are to try to get their pom-pom to the 
Finish line first by only blowing on it through their straw.

• ALLOW the first two students to get down on their hands and knees 
and use their straws to blow the pom-poms to the Finish line.

• SAY, Did you notice what did and didn’t work for these students? (Take 
responses) The harder and more frantically the students blew at their 
pom-poms, the slower they went. It seemed to work the best when the 
students used self-control and slowly, carefully blew through their straws. 
It’s like when you blow bubbles —  if you blow too hard, the bubbles pop. If 
you blow gently, with self-control, you get lots of bubbles every time!

• ALLOW the rest of the students to take turns racing each other until 
everyone has had a turn.

• NOTE: If this activity seems too easy, you can move the Finish line far-
ther away or tell the students they have to keep their hands behind their 
backs while they blow through their straws. If you have a large class, 
you may also choose to set up several areas to race in, or have more 
than two students race each other at a time.

Option 2: Prodigal Son Game (15 min)

Supplies: Play money, pair of sandals, ring, Food Scraps template, Pig tem-
plate or a toy pig, Cow template or a toy cow, party invitation or balloon, 
binoculars, Bible, large bag

Teacher Prep: Print the Food Scraps template. Print the Pig and Cow tem-
plates or collect a toy pig and a toy cow. Place all supplies except the Bible 
in a large non-see-through bag.

• SAY, Today we learned about the lost son, who struggled with self-con-
trol. We’re going to play a game to help us remember the story.

• ASK one student to come up, reach into the bag of items, and pull out 
one item. Have the student show the class the item and try to guess how 
the item relates to the story of the lost son. The rest of the class may 
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help if the student is stuck. As an added challenge, you can also have 
the student look in the Bible to find the verse about that item. When 
the student is finished, keep that item out of the bag and choose another 
student to pick out an item.

• Money: “Give me my share of the family property.”
• Sandals: “Put . . . sandals on his feet.”
• Ring: “Put a ring on his finger.”
• Food scraps: “The son wanted to fill his stomach with the food the 

pigs were eating.”
• Pig: “Sent . . . to feed pigs.”
• Cow: “Bring the fattest calf and kill it.”
• Party invitation or balloon: “Let’s have a big dinner and celebrate.”
• Binoculars: “But while the son was still a long way off, his father 

saw him.”
• CONTINUE the game until all the items are out of the bag.

Option 3: Titus 2:12 (10 min)

Supplies: Beanbag or yarn ball

• INSTRUCT the students to spread out around the room, standing up.
• GIVE the beanbag to one student and instruct that student to start off 

the Key Verse by saying the word We, then toss the beanbag to another 
student.

• TELL the students that they must maintain eye contact in order to 
make a toss.

• INSTRUCT the student who receives the toss to continue with the next 
word of the verse (“must”) and continue on in that fashion. If a student 
misses a word, prompt them to correct it and continue.

• PLAY at least two rounds of the game, seeing if students can increase 
their speed in reciting the verse word by word.

Option 4: Praise and Worship (15 min)

“Lord I Need You” by Christy Nockels, Daniel Carson,  
Jesse Reeves, Kristian Stanfill, Matt Maher

© 2011 by sixsteps Music (admin. by EMI Chris tian Music Publishing)
CCLI #5925687

“Fruit of the Spirit” by Darren Rust and Jamison Statema
© 2013 by Found Free Music (admin. by Fun Attic Music, LLC)

CCLI #6602435
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Option 5: Act It Out (15 min)

Fruit of Self-Control

Teacher Prep: Print and photocopy the Fruit of Self-Control script (one per 
student).

• ASSIGN numbers to students, up to twelve. Assign roles and help them 
to perform the skit as needed. You can adjust this skit to fit the number 
of students you have, taking twelve volunteers if you have more than 
twelve students, or repeating roles if you do not have twelve students in 
your group.

• SAY, The ten lessons in Believe that talk about how to BE like  Jesus 
are based on what the Bible calls the Fruit of the Spirit. So far we have 
learned about love, joy, peace, and now self-control. Galatians 5:22-23 
contains the complete list: “But the fruit the Holy Spirit produces is 
love, joy and peace. It is being patient, kind and good. It is being faithful 
and gentle and having control of oneself.” Today’s Act It Out helps us 
understand more about the fruit of self-control.

Student 1: Hey, what’s your favorite fruit?

Student 2: Mine is watermelon!

Student 3: Mine is grapes!

Student 4: Mine is self-control!

Student 1: What? Self-control? That’s not a fruit.

Student 4: Sure it is —  it’s a fruit of the Spirit. I like this one best because it 
helps me with all the others.

Student 5: I know that love is a fruit of the Spirit. Does self-control help you 
with that?

Student 4: Yes. Sometimes I don’t feel like being loving toward others. But 
self-control helps me to practice loving others even when I don’t feel 
like it.

Student 6: And joy —  that’s also a fruit of the Spirit.

Student 7: I bet self-control can help you to have joy by focusing on what 
God has done for you instead of worrying about what might happen.

Student 4: You’re getting the hang of it now. What about peace?

Student 8: Well, it definitely takes self-control to choose peace, especially 
when someone else is tough to get along with.
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Student 9: And then comes patience. It’s easy to see how it takes a lot of 
self-control to be patient.

Student 4: And what about kindness?

Student 10: Well, I guess we all know that being kind is the right thing to 
do. It’s not always easy, though, and that’s when self-control can help us 
to choose kindness over being selfish or mean.

Student 11: Oooh! I know what comes next —  goodness!

Student 4: Right. How do you think self-control can help with goodness?

Student 11: Hmm . . . I think goodness requires a lot of self-control. I mean, 
sometimes choosing what is good over what is not takes a lot of self-
control. Especially if you’re really tempted by the thing that’s not good.

Student 12: And then there’s faithfulness. I think faithfulness is more than 
just believing in God; it is also being committed to him and to his king-
dom. That definitely takes self-control because lots of times we want to 
put ourselves first.

Student 4: That’s right! Okay, one left . . .

Student 2: Gentleness! I think this one is mainly about  people’s feelings, not 
about being graceful or clumsy. God wants us to be gentle, or careful, 
with one another. So I’d say self-control helps us put others first and 
think about their feelings before just saying or doing whatever we want 
in that moment.

Student 3: Now I see why self-control is your favorite fruit!

STEP 4 | Going Home (5 min)

Supplies: Family Page (one per student)

Teacher Prep: Print and photocopy the Family Page (one per student).

• GIVE each student a copy of this week’s Family Page.
• SAY, Give this page to your family when they pick you up. It will 

remind you to tell your family what you learned today about how God 
wants us to use self-control.

• HAVE students practice telling you about some good choices that show 
self-control.

• REVIEW this week’s Key Verse as well as today’s story and Key Idea as 
you wait for the students to get picked up.

• MAKE sure each student remembers to take home any activity sheets 
or craft projects and the Family Page.
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FamiLy PagE | Lesson 24:  
Self-Control

Bible Basis: Judges 13 – 16; Luke 15:11 – 32

Key Verse: Titus 2:12: “We must control ourselves. We must do 
what is right.”

Key Question: How does God free me from sin and bad habits?

Key Idea: I have the power through  Jesus to control myself.

Resource: Believe Kids’ Edition, Chapter 24, “Self-Control”

How to Use This Page
This week, your family can either read the story from Believe Kids’ Edition or 
read the Bible Basis passages from your Bible to help your child remember 
the lesson. Use the Table Talk questions below to start a discussion around 
the dinner table, while driving in the car, or just about anywhere. The Living 
Faith activity is designed to remind your child of the Bible lesson through a 
drama or other engaging activity. The Extra Mile idea provides interactive 
ways for your child to connect with the story.

Table Talk
 1. Why should you choose self-control over selfish impulses?
 2. Do you think it’s fair for God to forgive everyone of sin? Is it right? 

(Grace is not fair, but it’s beautiful and free; all have sinned and fallen 
short, so we all need his forgiveness and grace)

 3. What are some situations in which we can pray for better self-control?
 4. How can you practice better self-control at home? At school?

Living Faith

Option 1
Encourage your child to make a music video of the parable of the lost son. 
They will need to choose an appropriate song (either with lyrics or an instru-
mental) and represent the story artistically, without speaking. Recruit sib-
lings to help act out different parts. Tap your child’s creativity when it comes 
to elements like the pigpen and the feast. Feel free to give the story a modern 
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twist. Record the final performance and share it with friends and family 
electronically.

Option 2
Have your child create a Samson storybook for a younger sibling or friend. 
Have them write the story in simple language and illustrate the important 
events. Include the moral of the story, explaining what we can learn from the 
life of Samson.

Extra Mile
• Work together to memorize this week’s Key Verse. Each day of the week, 

practice the verse in a different way, such as writing it, typing it, saying 
it out loud, meditating on it, or learning the words in sign language.

• Check your child’s report card for any mention of self-control. Discuss 
with your child what self-control looks like at school, what areas pose a 
challenge, and how to improve.

• We all lose control sometimes, but we can all be forgiven, just like the 
son in the parable of the lost son. Whenever applicable, include in your 
child’s prayer time a simple request, such as, “Dear God, please forgive 
me for acting without thinking when _____. Please help me to use self-
control in the future.”
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Fruit of Self-Control Script
Student 1: Hey, what’s your favorite fruit?

Student 2: Mine is watermelon!

Student 3: Mine is grapes!

Student 4: Mine is self-control!

Student 1: What? Self-control? That’s not a fruit.

Student 4: Sure it is —  it’s a fruit of the Spirit. I like this one best 
because it helps me with all the others.

Student 5: I know that love is a fruit of the Spirit. Does self-con-
trol help you with that?

Student 4: Yes. Sometimes I don’t feel like being loving toward 
others. But self-control helps me to practice loving others 
even when I don’t feel like it.

Student 6: And joy —  that’s also a fruit of the Spirit.

Student 7: I bet self-control can help you to have joy by focus-
ing on what God has done for you instead of worrying 
about what might happen.

Student 4: You’re getting the hang of it now. What about 
peace?

Student 8: Well, it definitely takes self-control to choose peace, 
especially when someone else is tough to get along with.

Student 9: And then comes patience. It’s easy to see how it 
takes a lot of self-control to be patient.

Student 4: And what about kindness?

Student 10: Well, I guess we all know that being kind is the 
right thing to do. It’s not always easy, though, and that’s 
when self-control can help us to choose kindness over 
being selfish or mean.

Student 11: Oooh! I know what comes next —  goodness!

Student 4: Right. How do you think self-control can help with 
goodness?
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Student 11: Hmm . . . I think goodness requires a lot of self-con-
trol. I mean, sometimes choosing what is good over what 
is not takes a lot of self-control. Especially if you’re really 
tempted by the thing that’s not good.

Student 12: And then there’s faithfulness. I think faithfulness is 
more than just believing in God; it is also being committed 
to him and to his kingdom. That definitely takes self-control 
because lots of times we want to put ourselves first.

Student 4: That’s right! Okay, one left . . .

Student 2: Gentleness! I think this one is mainly about  people’s 
feelings, not about being graceful or clumsy. God wants us 
to be gentle, or careful, with one another. So I’d say self-
control helps us put others first and think about their feel-
ings before just saying or doing whatever we want in that 
moment.

Student 3: Now I see why self-control is your favorite fruit!
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